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57 Abstract

58 Based on the Chen–Mo¨bius lattice inversion, interionic pair potentials are derived from the pseudopotential total
59 energies of KCl in B1, B2, B3 and one tetragonal structures. In terms of inversion potentials, four different transition
60 pathways have been presented to describe the B1–B2 phase transition by using unit cells with different symmetric
61 restrictions and sizes. Although the intermediate states are obviously different along the four pathways, the simulations
62 indicate that the essence of phase transition is reflected by a Buerger mechanism. With more independent variables
63 than the Buerger and WTM mechanisms, the present potentials predict that the transition path is formed by a series
64 of states with different subgroup symmetries betweenFm3̄m andPm3̄m. This indicates that fewer symmetry restrictions
65 will introduce intermediate structures with low symmetry along the transition path. One of the predicted intermediate
66 structures is in good agreement with that found in the B1–B2 phase transition of AgCl. The exhibited transition charac-
67 ters also indicate that the present inversion pair potentials are appropriate in exploring the B1–B2 phase transition in
68 KCl crystal.
69  2003 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc.
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74 1. Introduction

75 Since Al’tshuler et al.[1] first reported the poly-
76 morphism of potassium chloride under shock com-
77 pression, its B1 (NaCl-type) to B2 (CsCl-type)
78 pressure-induced phase transition has attracted
79 considerable attention in experimental and theor-
80 etical studies[2–6]. The mechanism of B1–B2
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81phase transition can usually be explained by two
82typical models[7–14]. The first is often called the
83Buerger mechanism[7], which uses a two-ion
84rhombohedral primitive cell (a = b = c, a = b =
85g = 60°) to take account of phase transition. When
86the rhombohedral cell is compressed along one of
87its threefold axes, the anglea increases from 60°
88to 90° for accomplishing the B1–B2 phase tran-
89sition. The second model was proposed by Watan-
90abe, Tokonami and Morimoto (WTM)[8] in their
91study of phase transition in CsCl. They considered
92that the B1–B2 phase transition was caused by a
93highly concerted intralayer rearrangement of atoms
94associated with interlayer transitions.
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95 Based on the two models, many calculations [9–
96 14] have been performed to understand the mech-
97 anism of B1–B2 phase transition. According to the
98 empirical interionic pair potentials model, the
99 WTM mechanism was considered to be the most
100 reasonable in Nakagiri [9] and Ruff’s studies [10].
101 With similar interionic potentials, Nga and Ong
102 [11] used different constant-pressure molecular
103 dynamics algorithms to explain the equivalence
104 between the Buerger and WTM mechanisms. Simi-
105 lar results were also obtained by Sims [13,14]
106 using both two-body potentials and first-principle
107 periodic Hatree–Fock theory. Their calculations
108 and Pendás’s previous work [12] all suggested that
109 the symmetry of the unit cell played an important
110 role in simulations of B1–B2 phase transition. To
111 some extent, the symmetry of the unit cell is the
112 key to simplifying the problems for searching for
113 the transition path on the energy hypersurface.
114 With the constrain of symmetry R3̄m (no. 166), the
115 Buerger mechanism takes the (a, a, a, a, a, a)
116 rhombohedral cell as the intermediate states from
117 B1 to B2, and the Pmm2 (25) transition path has
118 been determined on the four-dimensional energy
119 hypersurface by WTM mechanisms. However,
120 both of them searched for the intermediate phases
121 with symmetric restrictions.
122 In our opinion, the transition path should be the
123 global minimum-energy trace on the high-dimen-
124 sional energy hypersurface, with fewer restrictions
125 of symmetry and unit cell size. The aim of this
126 work is to determine such a transition path by
127 using the appropriate interionic pair potentials. In
128 order to describe the transition path from B1 to B2
129 phase, the interionic potentials should reflect not
130 only the properties of the B1 and B2 phases, but
131 also the properties of intermediate states. So the
132 interionic potentials should cover wide ranges of
133 interionic separations and bond angles. However,
134 previous potential calculations [9–14] almost all
135 adopted empirical potentials, which only correctly
136 reproduced the properties around equilibrium B1
137 state. This may result in the loss of some inter-
138 mediate structures. We then realized that new kinds
139 of interionic potentials could be introduced to
140 understand the mechanism of B1–B2 phase tran-
141 sition. The new potentials include not only the con-
142 tributions from B1- and B2-KCl crystals, but also
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143those from other phases so as to cover more phase
144space. Therefore, in addition to the B1 and B2
145structures, B3 and T1 (a tetragonal structure with
146space group P4/mmm (1 2 3)) models are involved,
147as shown in Fig. 1. Their lattice constants are from
148a = 4.5 to 10.0 Å, and even extend to 16.0 Å for
149B1- and B3-KCl. The total energies of KCl crystals
150in these four structures are calculated by the
151pseudopotential method. This leads to the con-
152struction of a special phase space, including the
153equilibrium and non-equilibrium states of B1, B2,
154B4 and T1 phases. Based on Chen–Möbius lattice
155inversion [15,16], the interionic pair potentials are
156extracted from this phase space without any prior
157potential function forms. Suitable potential func-
158tion forms are chosen in terms of the resulting
159potential curves.
160With the inversion pair potentials, four mini-
161mum-energy transition pathways have been
162presented in two-ion rhombohedral and eight-ion
163standard cells within different symmetric limits.
164Their activation energy barriers and structural vari-
165ations along the transition path are presented to
166indicate the influence of cell size and symmetric
167restrictions. The details are described in the follow-
168ing text.

1692. Derivation of interionic pair potentials

170As a rock salt-type ionic crystal, the lattice
171energy of B1-KCl is the sum over all pair poten-
172tials. The total energy per KCl pair can be writ-
173ten as

174EB1
total �

1
2�

i � j

�++(rij) �
1
2 �

m � n

���(rmn) (1)

175� �
k � l

�+�(rkl) � Ei
176

177where rij, rmn and rkl are separately the cation–cat-
178ion, anion–anion and cation–anion interionic dis-
179tances, Ei is the energy of the isolated ions, and
180�++, ��� and �+� are the cation–cation, anion–
181anion and cation–anion interionic pair potentials,
182respectively. In order to obtain the above three
183kinds of pair potentials, the four relative models in
184Fig. 1 are taken into account simultaneously. The
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645 Fig. 1. B1 and its related structures B2, B3 and T1 used for derivation of interionic pair potentials. For every identical lattice
646 constant a, the pseudopotential total-energy calculations are performed for the four structures. The scheme shows the derivation of
647 the present interionic pair potentials.648

185 total energies of B1, B2, B3 and T1 KCl crystals
186 are calculated based on the CASTEP (Cambridge
187 Serial Total Energy Package) [17–19], with the
188 pseudopotential plane-wave code developed by
189 MSI [19]. During our ab initio calculations, the
190 ultra-soft pseudopotentials for potassium and
191 chlorine ions are adopted and the GGA-PW
192 method has been used to cope with the exchange-
193 correlation energy. The k-mesh points over the
194 Brillouin zone are generated with parameters 4 ×
195 4 × 4 for the largest reciprocal space and 1 × 1
196 × 1 for the smallest one by the Monkhorst–Pack
197 scheme [20] corresponding to lattice constant a.
198 The energy tolerance for SCF (self-consistent field)
199 convergence is 2 × 10�6 eV/atom, and the kinetic
200 energy cutoff for the plane wave basis set is 260
201 eV. Fig. 2 shows the calculated total energies of
202 B1, B2, B3 and T1 type KCl crystals as a function
203 of lattice constant a.
204 In our scheme, the Coulombic and short-range
205 potentials are derived separately. The Coulombic
206 part is considered using the fixed effective charges
207 on ions. Since the Coulombic interaction is the
208 long-range part and has slow convergence, the

1
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650
651652

653
654655

656Fig. 2. The pseudopotential total energies as functions of lat-
657tice constant a in B1, B2, B3 and T1 KCl. 658

209total-energy difference between B1- and B3-KCl
210can be considered to be only due to Coulombic
211interaction at a larger lattice constant. With the
212Madelung constants of B1 and B3 [21], the effec-
213tive charges q+ and q� can be determined by fitting
214the Madelung energy difference to the total-energy
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215 difference between B1- and B3-KCl when the lat-
216 tice constant a is larger than 10.0 Å.
217 As for short-range interaction, it is obvious that
218 both the B1 and B3 structures are formed by two
219 face-centred cubic sublattices of opposite-sign
220 ions. Their difference is just the relative displace-
221 ment between the cation and anion sublattices.
222 With the same lattice constant a, the total-energy
223 difference per ion between B1- and B3-KCl is only
224 about cation–anion potential �+�, which includes
225 the short-range potential fSR

+ �(r) and the Coulomb
226 part fCoul

+ �(r). We then have

227 �+�(r) � fSR
+�(r) � fCoul

+� (r) � fSR
+�(r) (2)

228 �
q+q�

4πe0r
,

229

230 with the effective charges q+ and q� and total ener-
231 gies EB1

total(a) and EB3
total(a). The short-range interac-

232 tion difference between B1- and B3-KCl is

233 �ESR
+�(a) � EB1

total(a)�EB1
Coul(a)�EB3

total(a) � EB3
Coul(a) �

234
1
2�

i,j,k
�fSR

+���(i � j�1)2 � (i � k�1)2 � (j � k�1)2
a
2�

235 �fSR
+���	i � j�

1
2
2

� 	i � k�
1
2
2

� 	j � k�
1
2
2a

2��� (3)

236
1
2 �

�

n � 1

R+�(n)fSR
+�[B+�(n)]x, (x � �3a /4),

237238

239 in which the B1 and B3 Coulomb interactions
240 EB1

Coul(a) and EB3
Coul(a) can be calculated based on the

241 effective charges and Madelung constants or
242 Ewald summation techniques [22], x is the nearest
243 cation–anion distance in B3 structure, B+�(n)x is
244 the nth-neighbour distance, and R+�(n) is the nth
245 coordination number. According to Chen–Möbius
246 lattice inversion [15,16], {B+�(n)} is extended into
247 a multiplicative semi-group {b+�(n)} such that, for
248 any two integers m and n, there always exists an
249 integer k such that

250 b+�(k) � b+�(m)b+�(n). (4)251

252 Eq. 3 can then be rewritten as

1
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253�ESR
+�(a) �

1
2 �

�

n � 1

r+�(n)fSR
+�[b+�(n)x], (5)

254

255where

256r+�(n) � R(B�1
+�[b+�(n)]) if b+�(n)�{B+�(n)}

0 if b+�(n)�{B+�(n)}
.

257(6) 258

259Thus, the cation–anion short-range pair potential
260fSR

+ � can be expressed as

261fSR
+�(r) � 2 ��

n � 1

I+�(n)�ESR
+�� 4

�3
b+�(n)r� (7)

262

263in which the inversion coefficient I+�(n) is given by

264�
b+�(n)/b+�(k)

I+�(n)r	b�1
+�	b+�(k)

b+�(n)

 � dk1. (8)
265

266As for the interactions between like-sign ions, with
267the identical lattice constant a, the cation–cation inter-
268action is unchanged from B1 to T1 structure. There-
269fore, with the above cation–anion pair potentials, the
270short-range anion–anion interaction difference per ion
271between B1 and T1 can be written as

272�ESR
��(a) � EB1

total(a)�EB1
Coul(a)�EB1�SR

+� (a)�ET1
total(a) �

273EB3
Coul(a) � ET1�SR

+� (a) �
1
4 �

i,j,k � 0

fSR
����(i � j)2 � (i � k)2 � (j � k)2

a
2�

274�fSR
����i2 � 4j2 � k2

a
2�� (9)

275

276For B1- and T1-KCl, the short-range cation–anion
277interactions EB1�SR

+ � (a) and ET1�SR
+ � (a) can be calcu-

278lated via the above fSR
+ �(r). By the same method

279of lattice inversion [15,16], the anion–anion short-
280range pair potential fSR

��(r) can be derived from
281Eq. (9).
282Since the cation–cation, anion–anion and cat-
283ion–anion interactions all undergo changes from
284B1 to B2, the only known is the cation–cation pair
285potential. Their non-Coulomb cation–cation inter-
286action difference is

287�ESR
++(a) � EB1

total(a)�EB1
Coul(a)�EB1�SR

+� (a)�EB1�SR
�� (a)

288�[EB2
total(a)�EB2

Coul(a)�EB2�SR
+� (a)�EB2�SR

�� (a)] �
1
4 �

i,j,k � 0

(10)
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289 fSR
++��(i � j)2 � (i � k)2 � (j � k)2

a
2��fSR

++��i2 � j2 � k2a��.
290

291 Similarly, the anion–anion short-range interactions
292 EB1�SR

�� (a) and EB2�SR
�� (a) are the sums of pair

293 potential fSR
��(r) for B1- and B2-KCl, and the cat-

294 ion–anion short-range interaction EB2�SR
+ � (a) can

295 also be obtained; then, the cation–cation short-
296 range pair potential fSR

+ +(r) can also be obtained by
297 Chen–Möbius lattice inversion [15,16].
298 After the interionic pair potential curves of KCl
299 have been derived from total energies of the above
300 four KCl crystals, in terms of the shapes of short-
301 range pair potential curves, the Morse function is
302 selected to well fit the anion–anion short-range pair
303 potential, and exponential repulsive functions to
304 perfectly fit the cation–anion short-range pair
305 potentials, the short-range cation–cation interaction
306 being so small that it can be neglected. Then, the
307 final interionic pair potentials can be written as

308 �+�(r) � fSR
+�(r) � fCoul

+� (r) (11)

309 � D+�exp�g+�	1�
r

R+�

� �

q+q�

4πe0r
,

310

311 ���(r) � D��	�1�exp	g��	1�
r

R��


�2

(12)

312 �1
 �
q�q�

4πe0r
,

313

314 �++(r) �
q+q+

4πe0r
, (13)

315

316 and the potential parameters are listed in Table 1.

720

721 Table 1
722 Interionic potential parameters derived by lattice inversion in this work. The short-range terms are truncated at a value of rc =
723 10.00 Å724

728732
736

K–Cl Cl–Cl Effective charge740

744748
752

D+� (eV) R+� (Å) g+� D�� (eV) R�� (Å) g�� q+ q�761

770779
788

1.6286 2.3677 6.4711 0.1177 3.7066 8.8093 1.00e �1.00e797

806
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3173. Static properties of B1 and B2 KCl

318In order to test the quality of the present poten-
319tials, we first calculated the static properties of B1
320and B2 KCl, e.g. equilibrium lattice constant a0,
321bulk modulus B0, lattice energy Elatt and volume
322V0 at zero pressure. The results are listed in Table
3232, and compared with the experimental data [25]
324and Zhang’s calculations [23]. They are in good
325agreement.
326With the inversion potentials, we can calculate
327the 0-K Gibbs free energy G = Elatt + PV + TS
328(T = 0 K), which equals the enthalpy H in the static
329limit. Then, the variation of G with P for both B1
330and B2 phases is calculated as GB1 = �169.10 +
3318.06P and GB2 = �167.02 + 7.26P, with P in GPa
332and G in kcal/mol. The B1→B2 transition pressure
333Ptr is obtained by

334GB1(Ptr,VB1) � GB2(Ptr,VB2) (14) 335

336The results are listed in Table 3, in which the
337experimental data [27] and the calculations of
338Recio et al. [26] and Zhang and Bukowinski [23]
339are also listed for comparison. The present calcu-
340lated Ptr values are a little higher than the experi-
341mental data. In spite of the difference between our
342calculations and experimental data, overall agree-
343ment is obtained. This indicates that the present
344potentials can be used to further simulate the B1–
345B2 phase transition of KCl.

3464. Transition path from B1 to B2 phase

347According to the analyses of Pendás et al. [12]
348and Sims et al. [13], the B1 (Fm3̄m (2 2 5))–B2
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3817

818 Table 2
819 Calculated static properties of B1 and B2 KCl820

827834
841

Structure Lattice constant a0 (Å) Bulk modulus B0 Lattice energy Elatt Volume at 0 Pa V0

(GPa) (eV) (Å3)851

858865
872

B1 Present work 6.266 19.12 7.35 61.51879

Ref. [23] 6.200 19.35 7.40 62.04886

Ref. [25] 6.32 18.6 7.26 63.11893

Ref. [12] 6.524 15.5 7.07 69.14900

Expt. [25] 6.294 19.7 7.35 62.33907

909

B2 Present work 3.794 23.15 7.25 54.61916

Ref. [23] 3.717 26.86 7.30 52.93923

Ref. [25] 3.76 7.13930

Ref. [12] 3.385 19.6 6.96937

Expt. [25] 31.6 51.87944

951

960

961 Table 3
962 B1–B2 phase transition data, including pressure Ptr, bulk modulus Bt, volume Vt and their changes963

972981
990

991 Ptr (GPa) Vt (B1) (Å3) Vt (B2) Bt (B1) (GPa) Bt (B2) (GPa)��Vt

Vt(B1)
��Bt

Bt(B1)(Å3)1000

1001100910101018
10191027

1028 Present work 2.58 55.37 49.92 0.10 28.90 33.28 0.121036

1037 Ref. [26] 2 62.91 54.78 0.13 24 27 0.131045

1046 Ref. [23] 2.1 0.121054

1055 Expt. [27] 2 57.01 50.33 0.122 – – –1063

106410721073

349 (Pm3̄m (2 2 1)) phase transition could be con-
350 sidered to take place along the Buerger R3̄m path-
351 way for a two-ion unit cell. This way, lattice trans-
352 lational symmetry is assumed to hold throughout
353 the transformation, which is modelled as a cooper-
354 ative movement of atoms in an ideal crystal, neg-
355 lecting the breaking of translational symmetry.
356 However, it is true that there is both experimental
357 and theoretical evidence indicating a very
358 important role of defects in the kinetics of the tran-
359 sition [6,10]. Then the breaking of translational
360 symmetry will be observed during the phase tran-
361 sition. In order to obtain more structural infor-
362 mation about intermediate states along the tran-
363 sition path, fewer symmetric restrictions should be
364 taken into account as far as possible. Therefore,
365 based on the above inversion pair potentials, the
366 intermediate structures were obtained within fewer
367 symmetry restrictions than those of the R3̄m space
368 group. The details are described as follows.

1
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369For the two-ion rhombohedral cell in Fig. 3(a),
370if we assume Path I as the transition path including
371a series of R3̄m cells (a, a, a, a, a, a), with one
372inner atom (x = y = z = 0.5) at a given external
373pressure P, then the 0-K Gibbs free energy surface
374vs. cell angle a and length a could be calculated
375from interionic pair potentials. That is to say, each
376of the intermediate structures was obtained by
377relaxing the initial cell (a0, a0, a0, a, a, a) to the
378minimum-energy state (a, a, a, a, a, a) for each
379fixed angle a.

380

Path I

	a0,a0,a0,
π
3

,
π
3

,
π
3


Fm3̄m

→(a,a,a,a,a,a)
π
3

�a�
π
2

→	b0,b0,bo,

π
2

,
π
2

,
π
2


Pm3̄m

.

381

382This path in Fig. 4(a) shows that B1 and B2 are
383two local minima at zero pressure, and that B1 is
384lower than B2. With the increase of pressure P, the
385B1 and B2 states undergo the reverse changes, the
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3661
662663

664
665666

667 Fig. 3. Transition path in two-ion cell for conversion of B1 into B2 phase. One B1 and two equivalent B2 primitive cells are shown
668 by dark grey balls. Path I (R3̄m path) and Path II are from rhombohedral (a) to simple cubic (b), and Path III connecting (a) and
669 (c) rhombohedral cells.670

386 first one rising from the minimum to the saddle
387 point, and the second changing from a minimum
388 to a deeper one. The coupling of the a, a coordi-
389 nates along the path as a function of pressure P is
390 shown in Fig. 4(b). The parallel curves indicate
391 that pressure P cannot change the a, a coupling
392 for the constrained symmetry. This is the R3̄m path
393 connecting the B1 and B2 phases, which is in
394 agreement with Pendás et al. [12].
395 The above transition path is obtained within the
396 restriction of space group R3̄m, i.e. the cell length
397 a is optimized with regard to a fixed angle a. If
398 the translational symmetry can be broken to deter-
399 mine the intermediate structures, the transition path
400 may be described as Path II (a, b, c, a, b, g).

401

Path II

	a0,a0,a0,
π
3

,
π
3

,
π
3


Fm3̄m

→(a,b,c,a,b,g)
π
3

�a�
π
2

→	b0,b0,b0,
π
2

,
π
2

,
π
2
.

Pm3̄m402

403 Different from the R3̄m path, from the same
404 initial cell (a0, a0, a0, a, a, a) to the minimum-
405 energy state, the cell parameters a, b, c, b, g and
406 inner atomic position (x, y, z) are independently
407 optimized to make the energy minimum for each
408 fixed angle a from π/3 to π/2. Then the transition
409 path can be described by Fig. 5(a) at transition
410 pressure Ptr. With fewer symmetric restrictions, the

1
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411relationships a = b = c, a = b = g and x = y = z
412= 0.5 cannot be kept unchanged for all intermediate
413structures; then, Path II could be divided into three
414parts, corresponding to space groups R3̄m, C2/m
415(12) and Cmmm (65), respectively. This indicates
416that the transition path may not always be on the
417R3̄m surface, and will include a series of states
418with some common subgroups between Fm3̄mand
419Pm3̄m symmetries. In Fig. 5(b), the cell parameters
420as a function of a show that Path II is very close
421to Path I near the B1 state, but is obviously differ-
422ent from Path I near the B2 phase. By comparing
423the energy of Path I with that of Path II, it is obvi-
424ous that the Gibbs energy of each state of Path II
425is less than or equal to that of Path I. This may be
426the reason that Path II is a more reasonable trace
427from B1 to B2, in spite of the identical activation
428energy for both Paths I and II.
429It is worth noting that the variation of restric-
430tions will also lead to different paths. Then Path
431III is introduced in terms of the final relaxed con-
432figuration at 30 GPa, as shown in Fig. 3(c). Since
433the energy minimization path may not be so con-
434vincing as the transition path, Path III was determ-
435ined as follows.

436

Path III

	a0,a0,a0,
π
3
,
π
3

,
π
3


Fm3̄m

→	a,b,c,a,b,
π
3


π
3
	a	

π
4

→	�2b0,�2b0,b0,
π
4

,
π
4
,
π
4


Pm3̄m

.
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3672
673674

675
676677

678 Fig. 4. The 0-K Gibbs energy as a function of pressure P and
679 rhombohedral angle a (a), and the corresponding a–a coupling
680 along Path I (b).681

438 Now Path III is assumed as (a, b, c, a, b, π/3),
439 where angle a decreases from π/3 to π/4. For each
440 fixed angle a, the cell parameters a, b, c, b and
441 inner atomic position (x, y, z) were independently
442 adjusted to make the cell energy minimum. The
443 restrictions are different from that of Path II. The
444 predicted cell parameters of intermediate structures
445 are presented as shown in Fig. 5(c). Due to the
446 fewer symmetric restrictions, Path III is also a mul-
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683
684685

686
687688

689Fig. 5. (a) 0-K Gibbs energies as a function of cell angle a
690of Paths I, II and III, marked by thick, dashed and thin lines at
691transition pressure Ptr, respectively. (b) The cell parameters as
692a function of cell angle a along Path II, compared with those
693of Path I. (c) The cell parameters as a function of cell angle a
694along Path II. 695
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447 tiple-symmetry pathway connecting B1 and B2
448 states, including C2/m and R3̄m states. Since the
449 constrained condition of g = π/3 is not applied,
450 Path II has three kinds of intermediate states, more
451 than those of Path III. The barrier between B1 and
452 B2 phases indicates that the activation energy of
453 Path III is equal to that of Paths I and II (see Fig.
454 5(a)). Then from this viewpoint, it may be inferred
455 that Paths I, II and III are essentially equivalent for
456 B1 to B2 phase transition.
457 Although Paths I, II and III have been obtained
458 for describing the B1–B2 phase transition in the
459 two-ion KCl cell, the transition path may also
460 depend on the size of unit cell besides the sym-
461 metry. Sims et al. [13] reported the Pmm2 path in a
462 four-ion cell for describing the WTM mechanism,
463 which involved four independent variables. Since
464 we do not want to repeat the Pmm2 path as that
465 of Sims, we use a eight-ion standard cell to present
466 Path IV for the B1–B2 phase transition here. Simi-
467 larly, based on the relaxation from B1 to B2 struc-
468 ture at 30 GPa (see Fig. 6), Path IV is defined as:

469

Path IV

	a0,a0,a0,
π
3

,
π
3
,
π
3


Fm3̄m

→(a,b,c,a,b,b)
90°	a	70.53°

→(b0,b0,b0,109.47°,70.53°,70.53°)
Pm3̄m

.

470

471 The intermediate structure along the transition path
472 is described as the cell (a, b, c, a, b, b) with optim-
473 ized inner atomic positions. For each point along
474 the transition path, the structural parameters were
475 then calculated by optimizing the cell parameters
476 a, b, c, a and inner atomic positions to the mini-
477 mum energy, with regard to a fixed b from 90° to

698
699700

701
702703

704 Fig. 6. The initial and final configurations of the eight-ion standard cell along Path IV, in which the reorientation and relation,
705 displacement of (0 0 1) planes along [0 1 1] direction and the angle f between [1 0 0] and [0 1 1] directions are separately indicated.706
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47870.53°. The number of independent variables obvi-
479ously increased. The results are shown in Fig. 7,
480and the corresponding Gibbs energy as a function
481of cell angle b (b = g) indicates that the phase tran-
482sition takes place along the C2/m path at the first
483stage, followed by a short R3̄m path to the saddle
484point, then transforming to the P21/m (11) states,
485and stepping towards the B2 phase along the C2/m
486path. During the P21/m part, the CmCm (63) struc-
487ture occurs, and the P1̄ (2) state appears to connect
488the P21/m and C2/m parts. This result also indicates
489that the symmetry of transition of the transition
490path is not always kept unchanged, and the B1 and
491B2 states are connected by different parts with dif-
492ferent subgroup symmetries.

4935. Discussion and conclusions

494Based on the present potentials, four transition
495pathways were proposed to describe the B1–B2
496transformation in KCl. Although their saddle
497points have the same space group R3̄m and the
498heights of barriers change only a little, the results
499in Figs. 5(a) and 7(a) indicate that if one allows
500more breaking of symmetry along the path, an
501intermediate phase with a smaller subgroup than
502R3̄m will occur and lead to a slightly lower energy
503path, Path IV, whose barrier is ~0.15 kcal/mol
504smaller than that of the two-ion cell.
505Especially for Path IV, the number of inde-
506pendent variables is obviously more; some new
507intermediate structures can be determined on an
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3708
709710

711
712713

714 Fig. 7. (a) 0-K Gibbs energy as a function of cell angle b (
715 b = g) along Path IV at Ptr. (b) Cell parameters vs. cell angle
716 b (b = g) along Path IV at Ptr.717

508 energy hypersurface with more dimensions, such
509 as the P21/m and P1̄ structures. Due to the appear-
510 ance of P1̄ structure, the translational symmetry of
511 the cell is drastically lowered. The structure with
512 the P1̄ space group could be considered evidence
513 of the breaking of translational symmetry. In the
514 meantime, the intermediate structure with the
515 P21/m space group is also surprising, because by
516 in situ X-ray diffraction, both Kusaba et al. [28]
517 and Hull and Keen [29] reported the KOH-type
518 intermediate structure with space group P21/m in
519 the B1–B2 phase transition of AgCl, in which the
520 angle f between [1 1 0] and [0 0 1] directions of
521 B1 structure is 101°, which exactly corresponds to
522 the point of Fig. 7(b) when the angle b is 77.03°,
523 and the corresponding angle f 101.7°. Although
524 the P21/m structure has not been found in the KCl

1
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525experiments, it is possible that there are common
526B1–B2 phase transition characters for both ACl
527and KCl crystals.
528The two-ion or four-ion cell can only present
529one-side transition characters, but characters of
530both Buerger and WTM mechanisms can be
531described in the eight-ion standard cell. As shown
532in Fig. 6, the rhombohedral cell is compressed
533along the threefold axis into the simple cubic cell,
534corresponding to Buerger transition. With regard
535to the WTM mechanism, the A plane glides with
536Buerger vector

>
bA = (a /2)[0 1 1], and

>
bB = (a /

5374)[0 1 1] for B plane, which leads to relative dis-
538placement (a /4)[0 1 1] between adjacent (1 0 0)
539planes, where a is the lattice parameter. Moreover,
540the orientation relation of [1 1 0](B2)//[1 0 0](B1),
541[1 0 0](B2)//[0 1 1](B1) and [1 1 1̄](B1) / /
542[1 1 1̄](B2) has also been reflected in Fig. 6. This
543result is in good agreement with previous calcu-
544lations [9,11] and experimental results [8]. There-
545fore, with fewer symmetry restrictions, the larger
546unit cell not only provides more details about the
547transition path, but also more characteristic fea-
548tures of phase transition than the two-ion cell with
549R3̄m symmetry.
550Among the four pathways, Paths II, III, IV are
551obtained by optimizing more than eight inde-
552pendent variables. The number of independent
553variables is too many to be considered by ab initio
554methods. Even for the force-field method,
555interionic potentials are also required to be valid
556over a wide range of interionic separations and
557coordination environments. Otherwise, a reason-
558able pathway cannot be obtained. Therefore, the
559interionic potentials play an important role, and
560their quality determines whether or not the phase
561transition from B1 to B2 phase can be correctly
562described. Based on the present interionic pair
563potentials, the calculated static properties of B1-
564and B2-KCl are in good agreement with the experi-
565mental results and previous calculations. Using the
566two-ion and eight-ion cells, we have proposed four
567minimum-energy transition pathways with differ-
568ent symmetric restrictions. Path I is quite consistent
569with the previous R3̄m path, but the other three
570transition pathways are distinct from the previous
571Buerger and WTM pathways, which provide more
572detail about the phase transition. The predicted
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573 intermediate structures may be found in further
574 experiments. This fully proves that it is reasonable
575 that the B1–B2 phase transition in KCl should be
576 considered by using the larger size unit cell with
577 fewer symmetric restrictions with the appropriate
578 interionic potentials, such as the inversion pair
579 potentials.
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